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Say sweetheart, have the
cliches about privateeyes
ever been .morethan
movieandTV'fantasy?'
FORGET
ALL the cliche~: Today'~ private
eyes are respectable business people, more
likely to be adept with a computer than a gun,
morc likely to work for iI corporation than for
beautiful, mysterious women.
It may be that the hard-bitten, hard-nosed
detective who wa~;a$ quick with women as he
was with his fj~t~or his piec(~never existed
except in pulp fir.tion and Hollywood flicks.
"We're not into the Mng1llt/l!PI stuff: shooting people and jumping off buildings. We
never get the babes," says Paul Reeve, president of Invitica Security Service of Burnaby.
Today's private investigators, many of
whom are women, are sensitive about their
images. They stress that they stiek to the law
itnd they never cilrry guns.
Carrying firearms is prohibited under B.C.'s
Privilte Investigators and St:?curityAgencies
Act. It also forbids PIs from posing ilSdetectives, lawyers, doctors or peace officers, although other professions are fair game.
Private investigat[on is a growth industry, .
with dozens of firms in the Lower Mainland.
B.C. has about 400 licensed investigators.
Riun Li1wrrncp i~r>re~idrnt (If Rurni1'w'~
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"All progress is based upon
the universal innate desir~'on
the part of every organism to
live beyond its income."'
Samuel Butler. 17th
century English satirist
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by Mike Grenlll,'

If you hate to balancE.your
chequebook at the end of the
month. you have something
in common with The News'
business columnist Mike
Grenby's wife Mandy. The
Grenbys have a deal: she
handles the mouse-trapping
in the household and he
b~ancesherchequebook.
Lately, however, Mandy'S
service hasn't been much in
demand. Fearing a nightmare
task of trying to catch up with
several months 01reconciliations, Mike mentioned his
concerns to Mandy.
When the mouse population dropped. Mandy came up
with a plan to keep Mike
busy.
- See DiJOe15
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lion oroppeu, Manoy carne up
with a plan to keep Mike
busy.
-See page 15
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\\lith dozens of fi~ms in the Lower Mainland.
S.c. has about 400 licensed inveshgators.
Riun Lawrence is president of Burnaby's
Colden West, which has five investigators. A
12-year veteran, Lawrence says each of his employees has a specialty - security consulting,
child custody GISeS,insurance claims, background checks or surveillance.
Covert surveillance is iI key tool for the PI.
Frequently it involves wiltching.people from
an 'outpost: such as a stationary vehicle. A
second vehicle mil)' be parked nearby to pick
up subjects when they leilve their lociltion.
Also common is insur.lnce work such ilSinvcstigi1tions of personal injury claims. This
mill' enti1il filming someone performing
ilchvities thi1tCi1stdoubt on the seriousness of
their inju ries.
Kathv Miltilk defies the conventioni11 PI
stereotypes. Frequently rnistilKen for a reill estilte ilgent, she.doesn't conform to people's im,1geof a PI and thill' hi1sits benefits. She has
owned ner own company for 10 years. lnveshgiltions West currently emplovs 15 people.
Miltak believes being iI woman PI has its
ildvantages: For a start, people are less likely to
suspect your intentions. Being i1woman often
mi1kesit easier to get people to open up and
divulge informiltion tliey might withhold from.
,1man.
Although Mi1tak will take premiltrirnonii11
bi1ckground and financii11checks, she \\'on't
touch divorces "It becomes too pl'rsoni\1.
People look on you more as a counsellor Clnd
social worker."
Not that she entirely rejects the personal

INVESTING TIP. ;'
- Provided by JayJayRogers&

To look at her, who'd ever think Kathy Matak was a private investigator? That, she
says, is one of the reasons she's been successful. Modern gumshoes don't wear

trench coats or pack a piece, and old ones probably never did either. NewsphotobyGregKinch
side of the job. On one of her most memorable
cases she flew to Hawaii to find a young
woman who had fallen into prostitution and
drug abuse. The woman's pimp, she discovered, was wanted for shooting two policemen.
Matilk found the young WOU1an,who was
dC'portcd to France and "turned her life
around." The two are now friends.
Finding people is Investigations West's specialty. A U.s. lawyer once asked Matak to find,
in 24 hours, a person who had evaded authorities for two years. It took her team 18 hours.

School of hard knocks?
Actually, an academy in Langley is more likely
Private investigators may refine their craft
on the job, but they Iparn tlw bi\sics in classrooms like those ilt tlU' Ci\ni1diiln Investigations
ACi'ldemy in Langley. one of sevE'ml Lower
1vlainli1ndschools licensed bv the Ministrv of

Advanced Education.

-

,

Close to 50 per cent of its students are
women, silYsdirector of training Bob Hawk.
A privi1te investigator has to possess a varietv of skills. "We haw' to have the street knowiedge of i1taxi driver, drive like i1pizzi1 delivery
boy,

have

thE' investigi\tive

capi1bilities

nl'wspi1per reporter and be half i1lawycr."

of iI

Would-be Pis i1re taught interviewing and
research techniques, statement taking, surveillance and counter-surveillance. They arc also
shown how to maximize their own. security.
Occasionillly "you find that a 'bad guy' feels
they've been wronged" and will want to take it

out on the investigator, Hnwk says.

.

Students learn about the numerous acts and
pieces of legislation that govern their profession and their actions, and at the end of the
course, they receiw a certificate. Everyone who
wishes to work as a PI must pass an interview
with the Attorney-General's ministry.

The business can be very taxing, but it also
is challenging, rewarding and often a lot of
fun, she says.
Technological advances have made the PI's
job easier. "Changes are happening daily,"
says Lawrence at Golden West. New technology has made it easier for Pis' doing "sweeps"
for bugs (listening devices) in offices, board
rooms and homes. Scramblers deter would-be
phone tappers. "Industrial espionage is a very
big thing," he says.
"When I started, our surveillance was E'ither
visual or the old Super 8 cameras. When video
came along it made a big difference." Now Pis
have lenses that allow them to film in almost
total darkness.
Visual surveillance is pE'rmitted, but aural."
monitoring, either with bugs, telephone taps
(unless one party consents) or directional microphones is illegal in Canada.
Lawrence says he has had requests - aryl1offers of large sums of money - to do jobs he felt
were too shady, or too bizarre. "I've had
people ask me to investigate ghosts.''' One
person wanted him to pursue an alien.
Pis can go onto private property but must
leave if asked. "We do not have any more
powers than any other citizen," Lawrence said.
Some jobs can be completed swiftly for as
little as $500.Others, such as corporate internal
theft cases, can drag on for weeks and may require more than one investigator. Matak says a
operation such as finding the prostitute in
Hi1waii could cost up to.$20,000.

GeorgeLee,Odium Brown Ltd.
"There is trouble in River
City, right here in River City."
That means here.
Our column has, over the
past two months, talked
predominately about investment in the U.S. Why?
The U.S. has its problems:
large deficit, the savings and
loan crisis, economic recession. However its per capita
problems is much smaller and
its dependancy on resourcebased business is insignifcant .
compared to ours. .
Here, with fewer people to
tax, large-scale aboriginal
rights payments being
negotiated, Quebec's future
in limbo, continued demand
for a high level of social
services and pollution and
environmental controls being
forced onto resource companies, we will be looking at a
country where people will
have much larger debts and
lower income to pay them off
with.
Unless the Canadian dollar
drops sharply, we may nol.
contin'ueto be competitive
internationally.
Allhough Canada's image
remains stable, those issues
will at some point take their
toll.
This column will, therefore,
continue to'iook mostly to the
U.S. and international
corporations for investment
opportunities.
RATES:
Prime
9.75%
Bank of Canada 8.92%
8.35%
90-DayT-bills

Program turns

watchmen in:to
professionals
A Burnaby woman is trying
to turn B.C.'s security service into a profession.
Kathy Malak, 24, offers the
only security-officer training
program in Canada at Vancouver Community College
Vocationallnstdute.
The service acquired a bad
repulation, Malak says, because it used to be the preserve of "ex-cops and people
who couldn't make it anywhere else."
Wages have traditionally
been low becau:;e most people did the job part-time to
supplement a pension.
"Many companies are beginning to realize the importance of well-trained security
officers," says Malak, a Simon }o'raserUniversity criminology graduate.
"An officer has to have an
overview of lhe legal system
and a good head on his shoulders to do a good job."
Matak should know. She
worked with the Vancouver
police (orrf! tor sevenrryear!l'
IIna was co-owner 01a security companyin Burnaby.
There are more lhan 6,000
security officers employed on
the Lower Mainland. During
the recent B.C. Tel labor
dispute, hundreds of security
officers were hired.
Matak believes the service
is on the upswing. "Voung
people are slarting to find
careers in security. It's becoming a respectable profession."

security guards get special
training?"
Although he acknowledges
that guards could benefit by
"some sort of training,"
Newson is worried about
going too far.

"I agree that someone in
unifonn should know his responsibilitiesunder the law.
(But) if we put a heavy

academic training course into
future legislation, what will it
do to the man who is patrolling a warehouse on foot in
the snow? Should we ask him
to get a university degree to
do that?"
Newson is worried that
heavy academic requirements would put productive'
members of society out of
work.
Security guards in malls and
other public places should be
"articulate and well-educated," he says. "But if you ask
the man in the mall to patrol
a warehouse in the snow he'U
refuse, saying he's too educated."
The answer, Newson says,
lies in categorizing the profession, not in province-wide
trair,ing schools.
The majority of security
persoMel, he says, are patrolmen and "just night
watclunen. "
Matak doesn't agree.
"The new act won't even let
them be called officers," she
says. "They have to be called
guards. I find that insulting.
They are not night watchmen."
But Lorne Newson, the diJohn Smith, president of the
rector of firearms and speSecurity Officers' Union, says
l
al services in B.C., paints a

differel)t picture.

the government treats lhe
officers as "animated scarecrows" and has no idea of
what lhe job entails or how

"Twenty years ago you
could work for the RCMP
without any training at all," much an officer must know to
NtWIOO 18J'. "Why should do his job well.

Kathy Matak . '.' service Is on the upswing.
.:".-...
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Vancouver's unique. course
trains professional guards
By Dianna Rienstra

teaching them to comptement the entire
legal system. The officel has to have a
lot of training combined with common

VANCOUVER

sense."

THE SECURITYpard industry is taking
tentative steps toward professionalism at
the Vaacouver Vocational Institute
(VVI), which has been running what is
believed the country's only security

offiCerprogr~.

.

"A security guard is not a night
watchman," says Katherine Matak, 24,
the instructor who handles the course.
"It's a jub with II lut ufresponsihilit y. An
officer has to have an overview of the
legal system and processes to do his joh

. effectively."
I

VVI set up this program about 18
months ago, at the request of several of
the area's 45 security operations. The
major fmos preferred such standardization rather than a plethora of in-house
programs.
"Applicants arc not standing in line to

.

The program provides an overview of
security's
fundamentab,
including
aspects required by different employen
with varytng needs. The practical is
emphasized, including some patrolling
with selected on-site security personnel,
experience with fire-fighting equipment,
locks, alarms and other devices, and
repmt writing using field observations.
The Iheuretkal 811pectllcover knowledge of the ('riminal ('ode, of federal

.
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get into the program," admits Tony

'

Wood, VVl's chairman of service pro- ,
grams. "But at least SO students have
taken the courses and 20 diplomas have
been awarded."
The slow response has meant VVI has
not yet developed the program into a
fun-time, pre-employment course. That
is the long-range plan when there are
students enough to justify it.
The three courses can be taken fulltime for 10 weeks, although working
officen can attend part-time. The
and provincial laws governing security
average class size is IS, and Wood
expects increased enrollment when VVI officers and the role of security officen
in relationshi}J to police.
moves into a new nine-story tower next
Graduates, who must be at least 19
year and more classroom space is available.
years old, have to satisfy the require"Eventually the program will be nlents of federal and' provincial legislaexpanded and divided so a student can' tion. They also have to be licensed,
which includes being bonded, fingerfocus on retail security or any other
aspect in the field," Wood says. "This . printed, passing security clearance and
can be anything from basic training to fulfilling a three-year residency requiremanagement and supervisory skills or ment.
British Columbia introduced new legupgrading."
islation in January in an attempt to
Matak, who has a degree in crimistandardize the profession. Matak sugnology and has worked for the police
and co-owned a security firm, says the gests Ihis has increased costs of security
firms by 700% because of the complifield of retail security is young, "and the
cated and expensive new licensing
opportunities for a rewarding career are
schedule.
there," She also notes that more and
more women are interested in what used
"Although costs have increased, tbe
legislation has not attempted to upgrade
to be the preserve of retired military and
the professional standards," she adds.
police officen.
"Bill 38 is not well received in the
There arc more than 6,000 employed
industry."
security officen in the lower mainland
Security officers have union protecalone, During the recent B.C. Tel labor
tion, but their salaries arc "dismal," with
dispute, for example, the company hired
wages starting at about $4.35 an hour.
hundreds of guards to patrol facilities.
However, current labor negotiations
"We're not training people to become
could change that.
para-policemen," Matak says. "We're
-'--,--,
Matak agrees: "Highly qualified professionals deserve more. 1'111in the busiDIANNA Rtt:NS I RA is a Van('(}uY~r.ha.{~d
nes!, of training them 10 merit just
freelance writer.
that,"
--I
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Private Security
Kathy Matak is Presidentof Security
West,
a 60-employee outfit which
secures malls, hotels and government institutions. Shediscussed her background:
"I graduated from Simon Fraser University's Criminology Department in the late
'70's with the intention of going into pobcing. However, afterreturning home from
a trip to Scotland to observe their criminal
justicesystem, Iaccepted a job as a general
managerfor a friend's security company.
Being new to the business, Ihad an objective viewpoint and saw a lotof pitfalls.The
largest of these was a lack of training. This
resulted in operational problems because
the employees did not know what they
were doing. Their effectiveness was
minimal. Callouts were unnecessarily
high.
"With this in mind, I started Security
WestinAugust, 1982.My two mainconcerns were personnel and manpower
planning. My guards must be able to make
on-the-spot decisions by themselves. This
saves money for the client, Improves
public relations, gives the guard confidence and instills the feeling of being an

asset not only to the client but also the
community. Another skillmy guards have
is first aid.

publication of the British Columbia Crime Prevention Association'

"I view security as a preventive function.
It's a deterrent. But the guard has to be ef-

fective. He should know the building
layout and where the private property
stops and the public property starts.
Without this knowledge he may be too
timid to perform his.functions. Or conversely, he may be too aggressive and
then we have all.sorts of public relations
problems and complaints about the guard.
It's a labour-intensive business and you
have to be a specialist.
"There are inherent stresses in the job.
Motivations vary and for many people being a securityguard isturning into a career.
With the economy the way itIs,many professional people are becoming guards and
taking pride In it."
Matak was adamant about stresses between private security and public police:
"Private security can be a great asset to
public police. But the public police do not
view them in that way. Along with the upsurge in training for securityguards, Ithink
there should be some trainingfor police officers about the role of security guards.
They can give valuable information about
the area they are working in."

Shealso mentioned some community
crime prevention Initiatives her company
has been involved in. She said: "We do
'security at a residential site in Vancouver
. that had a lot of home break-ins. So we
talked to everyone and decided to set up
a Neighbourhood
Watch. We did the
labelling and the pubbc relations. Why not
use security people for such projects? We .
benefit from the good publicity. The client
benefits from less break-ins. The police
benefit by saving time.
"We donated staff for security at the
B.C. Summer Games and the Special
Olympics. We are always with the Variety Club. It is helpful to have security people with a social outlook who are trained
in general crime prevention.
"The role of the security firms is going
to get much larger in the next few years.
It is a growth industry. Some communities
in the U.S. have private security guards
patrolling the streets to prevent crime. It's
hard to say if we're moving that far but it
is clear that the need is here."

HOMEMAKER'S
RUNNING

MAGAZINE
SCARED

The whole fabric of urban life is
based on trust.
The erosion of that trust
through fear of crime tears at the social
fabric and results in community breakdown.
By Eleanor Wachtel
People are afraid.
In the past two
decades, fear of crime has surfaced as a
major issue of conceLn -- first in the
United States and then in Canada, we too
are becoming fearful.
For example, a poll
conducted in the early '70's in Toronto
revealed that almost nine out of ten people
considered crime to be a livery serious IIor
IImoderately seriousll issue.
At the same
time, reported crime rates were on the
increase:
Murder was up 20 percent,
attempted murder 92 percent, rape 62 percent
and robbery 39 percent.

T

s crime and fear grew, they became
r\.issues
of national importance. Lawand -order planks. were added to political
platforms, and crime prevention programs
prolifermed. In this process, a crucial
distortion arose. Fear of crime was portrayed
as a general social problem, one that
affects all of us. Now, earthquakes and tidal
waves may cause indiscriminate havoc, but
if women have learned anything over the
years, it's to be wary of any assertion that a
social problem victimizes everyone equally.
And sure enough, when we take a closer
look at fear of crime research, it is evident
that everyone is nOt affected equally. Fear
of crime hits women hardest.
One study examined fear of crime among
the elderly -. a group that scores consistently
high in such surveys. It turns out, however,
that "elderly" in large part means "female."
Not only are there more women than men
over 65, but twice as many older women as
older men were fearful. A recem Canadian
Urban Victimization Survey (one of the
largest ever undertaken here) coolly notes
that 40 percent of people feel unsafe
walking alone in their own neighborhood
after dark. While this in itselfis a disturbingly
high figure, a second glance shows that 56
percent of all women, compared to 18
percent

of men

-

that is, more than three

times as many women asmen-feel unsafe
alone at night, even close to home.

None oftnis should be surprising. You
only have to think about the last time you
were out alone at night. Walking to your car
after a la\e meeting, striding briskJy,holding
your car keys ready in your fist. Glancing
into the back seat with a flicker of
nervousness before getting in. Locking the
door from the inside. Or consider the
sounds when you're alone ~t home.
Switching on the 1V or radio for" company."
Remembering the last few blocks from the
bus stOp, moving quickly. Or the underground parking garage you won't use alone:
You don't need statistics and studies to
know that there are places where you don't. .
feel safe. What surveys show is that you're
not paranoid, you're normal.
The primary reason, of course, that
women are more afraid than men is that
they have one more thing to be afraid
oj: rape. Women fear rape second only to
murder. And rape, more than any other
crime, results in'Injuries to the victim in
addition to the rape itself.

CHECKIlST FORWOMENUVING AIDNE
Kathy Matak, owner/operatOr of a
Vancouver security business, recommends these measures:
.
1) Make sure that all windows and
doors are secure.
2) Havea phone in your bedroom so if
you hear someone, you have ready

5) Know what to say when you call the
police, not "I think there's someone
here," but "There's an inu'uder in my
home and I want someone here right
away. This is my address, this is my
name." And stay on the line so that as
things occur you can give the dispatcher
information, like where this person is in
access to the police.
3) Know your emergency telephQne . your home, and the best way to enter.
numbers.
6) Have an extra barrier to your
4) Don't fumble around to switch on bedroom, such as a lock or door wedge,
so you can be safe to deal with all this. .
the light.
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NDUSTRIAL SECURITY, which even Its

practitioners concede is one of the less
sexy undertakings,has turned out to be
one of the sure things of the recessionwracked businessworld.
It is a growthindustry.Five years ago, the
" Canadian Societyfor Industrial Security Inc.
had 500members; today;it has about760.
The society held its annual conferencethis
week in Vancouver.And its president, David
Ray, and a number of society members discussed with The VancouverSun the business
fortunes of their trade and a few of the challenges they face.
,
The growthin the industryis a combination,
Raysaid, ofa growingcorporateneedfor propertyprotection and a shrinking police role in
protection. "The police are tending to gear
their efforts more to crimes of violence and
they aren't as concerned about property offences. Police have priced themselves out of
. the market."
Len Bosch, vic~-presidentof Security West
Ltd., Vancouver,said he doesn't thinkthe public realizes the extent to whichpoliceare "no
longer providinga lot of the services they traditionallydid."
As that realization ~rows. he said. business
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latest type of key used In controlling access to buildings

Tough times
boost demand
for security
for guard companies like his should also grow.
One basic challenge facing the industrial security trade is public perception. "We're really
not that interesting a group as far as the public
is concerned," said Ray, who is a security
manager with Shell Canada in Calgary.
"Once in a while you'll see something on terrorism and computer crime and things like
that. But those are not the things we tend to be
involved ill on a day-to-day basis. Our biggest
job is prevention and frankly prevention isn't
all that interesting."
Gord McLean, Moli Energy's corporate security manager, said public reaction to individual security officers will often depend on
"how the guard handles himself, how professional the guard is. "
McLean is chairman of a committee com-
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posed of society and Justice Institute representatives that organizes security-personnel
courses through the institute. He also teaches
security courses.
Although the need for better-educated employees is generally recognized by employers,
many of them don't want to foot the bill, said
McLean and Kathy Matak, the coordinator of
the institute's privat~ security program.
"In fact that (cost) is the only concern when
they (employers) come to our meetings,"
McLean said. "They say, 'you realize if,
through your efforts to educate the security
guard, it becomes mandatory. . . then it's
going to cost us a helluva pile of money and,
therefore, we're against it.' "
Matak, who is president of Security West
Ltd., said she favors pre-employment training
that not only saves the employer training
costs, but makes the student "more marketable to the employer."
Ray, the Shell executive, said that too many
buyers of security services continue to buy
only on cost, which "goes back to the perception of the industry."
"You've got very astute companies out there
who hire a guy to protect millions of dollars of
assets and they go to low bidder. They wouldn't
even think of doing that if they were hiring a
v-p, resources, or a lawyer or whatever."
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The Province

~ecufl~'. g~uardsface

~ompulsorytraining

Stories by Ian Austin
Staff R~porter

B.C. security guards will soon
be required by law to receive
mandatory training, according to
government documents obtained
by The Province.
A draft copy of legislation from 1t111
the attorney-general's ministry
shows that Individuals would
need to complete '64 hours of It:,;o:,
training before working as guards.
And that requirement has Ozzle
Kaban,of KabanEnterprises, worried that private firms will be put
; out of work by In-house guards.
"It's beautifulwith ail these people making rules and regulations
, 'and building empires, but who's,
going tp pay for it?" said Kaban,
. whose ~ompany provides securl-'
';'" ty for ~any local businesses.
J
ButforJustice WallyOppal,who
". Isheading up the commission Into
policing In B.C.,there's no ques"Anyone has the right to have
,tlon training is needed.
'their own security,"he said. "They
"What we 'really have to do Is willcall them janitors, and they'll
have some standards and some provide the same service."
training," he said.
Oppal conceded Kaban had a
Kaban said that Ifsecurity com- valid concern.
panies are forced to provide
"I think the answer Is, they're
expensive training, companies, going to be held responsible If
in need of security will hire their something goes wrong."
.;. own guards without training them.
Under the legislation, guards
~

Pollee

Investigate
shooting by
armored-car
guard near
downtown
Vancouver
shopping
centre on
Oct. 15, 1992.
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Staff file photo

,

would be trained to deal wit
explosives, bomb threats, personal safety, and relations with
law-enforcement authorities. I
Guards with one year's experl.
ence could write the exam without taking the classes.
The draft legislation concludes
that m<!nysecurity guards ar~
wannabe cops.
'

"Many security guards themselves are confused as to their
role, and many would like to be a
police officer and have not been
accepted," It states.
Kaban agreed with the report's
estimate that annual turnover Is
Inthe 50-per-cent range, meaning
3,500In B.C.are In their first year
on the job at any given time.
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